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EDITOR
Dr Malcolm Cross, ERCOMER, University of Utrecht, The Netherlands

Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies
(formerly New Community)

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
1998 - Volume 24 (4 issues). ISSN 1369-183X.
Institutional rate: EU £148.00; Outside EU £150.00; North America US$266.00
Personal rate: EU £35.00; Outside EU £35.00; North America US$55.00
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New Community will enter a new phase of its life with the first issue of
Volume 24 in January 1998. The journal will be re-titled to become the
journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies (JEMS). The change has become
necessary because many of the journal's readers and potential readers find difficulty
in associating the current title with its content. It must be stressed, however,
that JEMS is not a new journal; it will incorporate and extend
New Community's scope, and build upon its success.

jEMS will continue to publish the results of first class research on all forms
of migration and its consequences, together with articles on ethnic conflict,
discrimination, racism, nationalism, citizenship and policies of integration.
Contributions to the journal, which are all fully refereed, are especially
welcome when they are the result of comparative research, particularly within
Europe or between one or more European country and the countries of North
America and the Asia-Pacific. A wish to promote comparison between
advanced industrial countries is one reason that the journal has appointed
distinguished associate editors from the United States and Australia.

jEMS publishes the results of research from any branch of the social
sciences (including law). The journal has a long-standing interest in policy
debates, and in the evaluation of policy initiatives. It will publish special
issues on themes of current interest, and will continue to feature biannual
reports on developments in migration and on policy issues. The book
review section will aim to cover the most important titles, and sections on
'Research Notes' and 'Debates' will be included on a regular basis.

ORDER FORM
Please send a completed copy of this form, with the appropriate payment, to
the address below.
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New Political Economy
EDITORS
Anthony Payne (Managing Editor), Andrew Gamble,
Ankie Hoogvelt, Michael Dietrich and Michael Kenny,
all at the University ofSheffield, UK

Supported by an International Advisory Board

Alexis de Tocqueville once declared that a new science was needed for
a new world. The past decade has seen the emergence of a new world
order - a new stage in the development of the world economic and
political system. Understanding it will require new modes of analysis
and new theories, and a readiness to tear down intellectual barriers,
bringing together many approaches, methods, and disciplines which for
too long have been separated. In short, what is needed is a new political
economy, which combines the breadth of vision which characterised the
classical political economy of the nineteenth century with the analytical
advances of twentieth century social science.

New Political Economy creates a forum for work which seeks to
bridge past empirical and conceptual divides. The emphasis is upon
exploratory and innovative work which draws on different disciplines
and which addresses core issues in the main constituent elements of its
research agenda: namely, comparative political economy, the political
economy of the environment, the political economy of development,
and international political economy.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Volume 3, 1998,3 issues. ISSN 1356-3467.
Institutional rate: £108.00; North America US$160.00.
Personal rate: £29.00; North America US$48.00.

ORDER FORM
Please send a completed copy of this form, with the appropriate payment,
to the address below.
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Global Society
Journal of Interdisciplinary International Relations

EDITOR
Jarrod Wiener

DEPUTY EDITOR
Phil Deans

Supported by an International Editorial Board

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Volume 12,1998,3 issues. ISSN 1360-0826.
Institutional rate: £140.00; North America US$212.00.
Personal rate: £28.00; North America US$44.00.

ORDER FORM
Please send a completed copy of this form, with the appropriate payment,
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Name
Address

EDITORIAL COMMITTEE
Mervyn Frost, A.J.R. Groom, Dan Hiester, Vivienne Jabri,
Dominic Powell, Stefan Rossbach, Hazel Smith, Keith Webb,
Andrew J. Williams

Global Society: Journal ofInterdisciplinary International Relations
covers the new agenda in international relations and encourages
innovative approaches to the study of international issues from a
range of disciplines. It promotes the analysis of international
transactions at multiple levels, and in particular, the way in which these
transactions blur the distinction between the sub-national, national and
transnational levels.
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ONLINE FOR 1998

Social Identities
EDITORS
Abebe Zegeye, University of California, Santa Barbara, USA
David Theo Goldberg, Arizona State University, Tempe, USA

Recent years have witnessed considerable worldwide changes concerning
social identities such as race, nation and ethnicity, as well as the
emergence of new forms of racism and nationalism as discriminatory
exclusions. Focusing on these changes is a new body of academic work
appearing in a wide range of journals. The aim of Social Identities is to
furnish an interdisciplinary and international focal point for theorizing
issues at the interface of social identities. The journal is especially
concerned to address these issues in the context of the transforming
political economies and cultures of postmodern and postcolonial
conditions. Social Identities is intended as a forum for contesting ideas
and debates concerning the formations of, and transformations in, socially
significant identities, their attendant forms of material exclusion and
power, as well as the political and cultural possibilities opened up by these
identifications.

ELECTRONIC ACCESS
In 1998 Carfax is making Social Identities available over the Internet at no extra charge;
subscribers to the journal in 1998 will be able to access 1998 issues via the Internet
using RealPage software with no further payment. This applies to the 1998 volume of
the journal only. For further details on how to access the electronic version please visit
the Carfax Home Page at http://www.carfax.co.uklcfxnews.htm

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
1998 - Volume 4 (3 issues)./SSN 1350-4630.
Institutional rate: £128.00; North America US$212.00
Personal rate: £45.00; North America US$80.00
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Islam and
Christian-Muslim Relations

EDITORS
John L. Esposito, Georgetown University, Washington, DC, USA
and Jprgen S. Nielsen, Selly Oak Colleges, Birmingham, UK

Islam and Christian-Muslim Relations (/CMR) was launched in June 1990
and has been hailed by scholars of Islam, Christianity and religion in general,
as well as by social scientists, educationists, community and religious leaders.

ICMR provides a forum for all those who wish to enhance their critical
appreciation of the two religious traditions on historical, empirical, ideological
and theoretical issues. Since its new partnership with the Center for Muslim-
Christian Understanding at Georgetown University, Washington DC
commenced in 1996, the journal has broadened its scope to encompass issues
concerning Christian-Muslim relations in politics and international affairs.

The joint editors welcome scholarly contributions concerning Islam and the
West, the past and present, as well as on Christian-Muslim relations worldwide.

The journal publishes articles that deal with the role of Islam and the nature of
Christian-Muslim relations, analysis of theological, social and political
responses to Muslim interaction with Christian and other societies and cultures,
whether as minorities or majorities. The journal contains articles,
documentation, reports, review articles and book reviews.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
1998 - Volume 9 (3 issues). ISSN 0959-6410.
Institutional rate: £136.00; North America US$214.00
Personal rate: £46.00; North America US$84.00

ORDER FORM
Please send a completed copy of this form, with the appropriate payment, to
the address below.
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NATIONALITIES PAPERS is the only journal in the world which deals exclusively
with all nationalities of the former USSR, and also with national minorities in
Eastern and Central European countries. The problems and importance of over 140
million people are treated with the disciplinary and methodological contexts of Post-
Soviet and Europe-Asia studies. Of central concern is the fate of the Balts,
Ukrainians, Jews and the peoples of Central Asia and the Caucasus. Nationalities
Papers is an international and multidisciplinary journal with contributors and readers
throughout North America, Western and Eastern Europe, the Far East, Japan and the
People's Republic of China. Included in each general issue are in-depth analyses
from the historical view, updates on latest developments, some original documents,
and book reviews; some issues concentrate on a region or nationality as a special
topic, which exclusive focus allows for more extensive and detailed information.

Submission of manuscripts. For information on submitting manuscripts, write to:
Professor Henry R. Huttenbach, Editor-in-Chief, Nationalities Papers, Department of
History, The City College of New York, 138th Street and Convent Avenue, New
York, NY 10031, USA.

Business correspondence, including orders and remittances related to subscriptions,
back issues, offprints and advertisements, should be addressed to the publisher:
Carfax Publishing Ltd, PO Box 25, Abingdon, Oxfordshire 0;-:14 3UE, UK.

Copyright. It is a condition of publication that authors vest copyright in their
articles, including abstracts, in The Association for the Study of Nationalities. This
enables us to ensure full copyright protection and to disseminate the article, and the
journal, to the widest possible readership in print and electronic formats as
appropriate. Authors may, of course, use the article elsewhere after publication
without prior permission from Carfax, provided that acknowledgement is given to the
journal as the original source of publication, and that Carfax is notified so that our
records show that its use is properly authorised. Authors are themselves responsible
for obtaining permission to reproduce copyright material from other sources.

THE ASSOCIATION FOR THE STUDY OF NATIONALITIES
New York

Phone: (212)307-4430

President

Vice-Presidents

Treasurer
Secretary

Michael Rywkin, Association for the Study of Nationalities,
New York
Mark Beissinger, University of Wisconsin
Frank Golczewski, Hamburg University
Alex Motyl, Columbia University
Steven Sabol, Georgia State University
Dominique Arel, Brown University

Printed and Bound in GreatBritain by
bezierjournals,Abingdon, Oxfordshire, England
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RECENT SPECIAL ISSUES

The Soviet Nationalities Against Gorbachev (Spring, 1990)

Social Movements in the USSR (Fall, 1990)

The Soviet Nationalities Despite Gorbachev (Spring, 1991)

Pamyat (Fall, 1991)

The Gypsies in Eastern Europe (Fall, 1991)

Religious Consciousness in the Glasnost Era (Spring, 1992)

The Ex-Soviet Nationalities Without Gorbachev (Fall, 1992)

Voices from the Slovene Nation, 1990-1992 (Spring, 1993)

Ethnopolitics in Poland: Jews and Communism
1918- 1968 (Summer, 1994)

Visions and Policies: Estonia's Path to Independence
and Beyond, 1987-1993 (Spring, 1995)

Czech-Sudeten German Relations (March, 1996)

Hungary and the Hungarian Minorities (September, 1996)

The Nexus of Gender and Ethnicity (March, 1997)

FORTHCOMING SPECIAL ISSUES

A Focus on the New Ukraine

Muslims in the Balkans

Eurasian Border Issues Old and New

Linguistic Minorities

Kazakstan: History, Ethnicity and Society
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Scholarly Articles Research Alerting
To receive contents pages by
e-mail visit our Home Page at:
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